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The Valley of Mist
The sequel to Die For My Sin continues as Keman struggles to enjoy his
unexpected freedom before it's taken away again.

Lud-in-the-Mist
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An ancient, powerful evil is loose in San Francisco. The heart of Silicon Valley must
fight back the only way they know how - with compassion, unwavering
determination, and, of course, super-technology.Anne Perrin is resigned to a life
driven by an adolescent trauma: a strict routine, no socializing (outside of the
safety of her waitressing job), and no romantic relationships. When her cautious
lifestyle lets the perfect partner slip through her fingers, Anne vows she won't let it
happen again and ventures into San Francisco to find happiness.Her first night out
in a decade becomes a nightmare when her date turns on her with sadistic intent.
But his nefarious plans for Anne are unexpectedly interrupted by a mysterious
savior. Valiant, smart, compassionate Charlie is exactly the partner Anne has been
looking for. And best of all, he likes her too.Things go well between her and Charlie
until an assailant with unexpected strength plunges Anne into a world she didn't
know existed - nor could have imagined - where super-science and an eclectic
group of extraordinary individuals may be the solution to Anne's lifelong loneliness
and humanity's only hope against an ancient threat.

Okami
The book that New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman considers "one of
the finest [fantasy novels] in the English language." Between the mountains and
the sea, between the sea and Fairyland, lay the Free State of Dorimare and its
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picturesque capital, Lud-in-the-Mist. No Luddite ever had any truck with fairies or
Fairyland. Bad business, those fairies. The people of Dorimare had run them out
generations ago--and the Duke of Dorimare along with them. Until the spring of his
fiftieth year, Master Nathaniel Chanticleer, Mayor of Lud-in-the-Mist and High
Seneschal of Dorimare, had lived a sleepy life with his only son, Ranulph. But as he
grew, Ranulph was more and more fond of talking nonsense about golden cups,
and snow-white ladies milking azure cows, and the sound of tinkling bridles at
midnight. And when Ranulph was twelve, he got caught up with the fairies, and
Nathaniel's life would never be the same.

Girl in the Mist
When a boy named Ico grows long curved horns overnight, his fate has been
sealed—he is to be sacrificed in the Castle in the Mist. But in the castle, Ico meets
a young girl named Yorda imprisoned in its halls. Alone they will die, but together
Ico and Yorda might just be able to defy their destinies and escape the magic of
the castle. Based on the video game filmmaker Guillermo del Toro (Hellboy, Pan's
Labyrinth) called a “masterpiece,” Japan's leading fantasist Miyuki Miyabe has
crafted a tale of magic, loss, and love that will never be forgotten. -- VIZ Media

Out of the Mist
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Bethany Lindstrom is well on the way to achieving her career goals as an historian
when her trip to Oxford goes badly awry. On an unplanned visit to Cornwall, while
wandering around her enigmatic hostess's ancient home, she stumbles through an
unseen portal into the fourteenth century. Stranded in 1353, Beth knows she must
find a way back to her own time or face a life of falsehood and peril. But with the
stern overlord Baron Michael Veryan, she is swept up into the intrigues of King
Edward's court, which will test their mettle and their faith to the limits-and forever
bind their lives together.

Sisters of the Mist
In the harsh Scottish highlands of 1565, superstition and treachery threaten a
truce between rival clans. It's a weak truce at first, bound only by an arranged
engagement between Anne MacGregor and Niall Campbell-the heirs of the feuding
families. While Niall wrestles with his suspicions about a traitor in his clan, Anne's
actions do not go unnoticed. And as accusations of witchcraft abound, the strong
and sometimes callous Campbell heir must fight for Anne's safety among
disconcerted clan members. Meanwhile his own safety in threatened with the everpresent threat of someone who wants him dead. Will Niall discover the traitor's
identity in time? Can Anne find a way to fit into her new surroundings? Will the two
learn to love each other despite the conflict? With a perfect mix of a burgeoning
romance and thrilling suspense, this book is historical fiction at its best.
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Through the Mist
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn
series is a heist story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action. For a
thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa
slaved in misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver
of Infinity," reigned with absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible.
Then, when hope was so long lost that not even its memory remained, a terribly
scarred, heart-broken half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's
most hellish prison. Kelsier "snapped" and found in himself the powers of a
Mistborn. A brilliant thief and natural leader, he turned his talents to the ultimate
caper, with the Lord Ruler himself as the mark. Kelsier recruited the underworld's
elite, the smartest and most trustworthy allomancers, each of whom shares one of
his many powers, and all of whom relish a high-stakes challenge. Only then does
he reveal his ultimate dream, not just the greatest heist in history, but the downfall
of the divine despot. But even with the best criminal crew ever assembled, Kel's
plan looks more like the ultimate long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named
Vin into his life. Like him, she's a half-Skaa orphan, but she's lived a much harsher
life. Vin has learned to expect betrayal from everyone she meets, and gotten it.
She will have to learn to trust, if Kel is to help her master powers of which she
never dreamed. This saga dares to ask a simple question: What if the hero of
prophecy fails? Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
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Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension
The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of
Self Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels
Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The
Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Flame in the Mist
In a realm where toxic mist sweeps the lands and magic is forbidden, all Bleak
wants is a cure for her power. Still grieving the death of her guardian and
dangerously self-medicating with alcohol, Bleak is snatched from her home by the
Commander of the King's Army, and summoned to the capital. But the king isn't
the only one interested in Bleak's powers. The leader of an infamous society of
warriors, the Valia Kindred, lays claim to her as well, and Bleak finds herself in the
middle of a much bigger battle than she anticipated. Heart of Mist is the gripping
first book in The Oremere Chronicles, a fantasy series of epic proportions.
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Deadly Princes
One Discerning Princess. Three Ambitious Princes. Four Kingdoms Fighting for their
Survival. Upon the death of her father, Princess Yasmine learns that she must
marry a prince before she can rightfully claim her father's throne and become
Queen of the Mountain Mist. She willfully rejects the idea and wishes to rule the
throne by herself. Her advisors, who believe she is not capable of ruling alone,
decide that a competition of strength will determine who sits upon their throne. A
prince from each of the three surrounding kingdoms is invited to compete for the
crown and the hand of Princess Yasmine. The princess, however, will test the
princes in her own way to determine their worth. The death of Yasmine's father,
King Grigor, couldn't have come at a worse time because the kingdoms are under
attack by Senki Demoni, shadow demons who kill without warning or cause. If the
four kingdoms can't find a way to work past their differences and unite to destroy
the Senki once and for all, each of them risk losing everything. Yasmine must
decide who, if any, can win her heart, the seafarer, the archer, or the sorcerer. Can
one of the three handsome princes prove themselves worthy of the defiant
princess, who doesn't believe she needs a king by her side to rule her people?
Together, can they solve the mystery behind the Senki attacks and save their
kingdoms?
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The Mist
War is here. Toxic mist drives all life to the brink of destruction and the conqueror
queen, Ines, has her talons in the kings of the realm. Bleak, having discovered her
true heritage, must now scour the lands for the one thing that might save them all.
But the search is a treacherous one, one that will push her to the very limits of
endurance. Amidst secrets, lies and the intricacies of battle, Bleak and her
companions learn just how far they'll go for the ones they love. But will it be
enough? As deadly forces grapple for power across the continents; families, friends
and allies unite to take one final stand. Explosive revelations, heart-wrenching
betrayals and breathtaking magic soar in the epic conclusion to Helen Scheuerer's
bestselling trilogy, The Oremere Chronicles.

The Mist-Torn Witches
I'm living with a ghost. I'm in a place I never thought I'd be: adrift in a sea of
confusion and unfulfilled dreams. My life, my career, my marriage. When my
husband, Dan, asks me to join him on an island for an extended work project, I
hope it will be enough to salvage our relationship. So I go. Then Dan gets pulled
away for his job, and I'm left alone in this unfamiliar place. Before I even realize it's
happening, I'm falling in love with this island and pulled in by the magnetism of a
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century-old spirit. The longer I'm on the island, the less my life resembles the one I
lived before. When the time comes for me to leave, will I be able to? Or will my
bond with a dead man keep me tied to the island?

Yumi
Heart of Mist
National bestselling author Barb Hendee presents a dark, fascinating new world
and the story of two sisters who will discover they have far more power than they
ever envisioned…. In a small village in the nation of Droevinka, orphaned sisters
Céline and Amelie Fawe scrape out a living selling herbal medicines in their
apothecary shop. Céline earns additional money by posing as a seer and
pretending to read people’s futures. But they exist in a land of great noble houses,
all vying for power, and when the sisters refuse the orders of a warlord prince, they
must flee and are forced to depend on the warlord prince’s brother, Anton, for a
temporary haven. A series of bizarre deaths of pretty young girls is plaguing the
village surrounding Prince Anton’s castle. He offers Céline and Amelie permanent
protection if they can use their “skills” to find the killer. With little choice, the
sisters enter a world unknown to them—of fine gowns and banquets and advances
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from powerful men. Their survival depends on catching a murderer who appears to
walk through walls and vanish without a trace—and the danger grows with each
passing night.

The Mist of Winter
Winner of a Gold Medal from the prestigious Mom's Choice Awards, Behind the Mist
is the first book of The Mist Trilogy, the horse lover's fantasy, in which the noble
and great horses are chosen to become unicorns when they die. The Legion of the
Unicorn and Nick, the first human allowed into their kingdom, must battle the evil
unicorn, Hasbadana.

ICO: Castle of the Mist
In a distant country lies a deep valley which is always covered in mist. The people
there have never seen the light of the sun, and believe their elders who say there
is nothing beyond the valley.One day, Stefan’s grandfather tells him of a sunlit
world on the other side of the mountain, and the young boy sets out on his own to
find it.

Soldier of the Mist
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With storytelling and magic outlawed, Brent always thought he'd end up in the Pit.
When he follows a woman in black into a menagerie of tunnels beneath the earth,
he discovers a hidden mist-filled world. With the help of a young woman named
Rho, he embarks on a journey to discover his destiny to become a mist keeper.

Curse of the Mistwraith (The Wars of Light and Shadow, Book
1)
Mo Chridhe Gu Bràth. My heart forever. Ancient words, a powerful legend, a
timeless love… Lily Chastain has lost everything—her family, her inheritance, and
her fiancé. Desperate to escape her pain, she heads for a remote castle in
Scotland, but is trapped by a violent storm along the way. Injured and alone, she is
drawn by a lighted cottage in the mist. What she finds there will change her life
forever. Attacked by a vicious rival and betrayed by someone from his own clan,
Bram Macgillivray finds himself alone and on the run. His father is dead, his holding
all but destroyed. Wanting vengeance, he seeks out the help of his cousins, but
finds instead a beautiful woman who calls to his heart. After losing herself in an
unexpected and wonderful night of sensuality, Lily wakes to find Bram gone. But
even more disturbing, when she leaves the sanctuary of the cottage, she finds that
it has disappeared as well. Separated by over five hundred years, yet tied together
through a magic stronger than the bonds of time and place, Lily and Bram fight to
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find each other again. And as Lily uncovers the secrets of the past, she must race
to find a way back to save the only man she’s ever truly loved.

The Mist Keeper's Apprentice
Colonial American was a time filled with intrigue, dangers, and political decisions
that would dictate the outcome of every individual's future. One such individual
was Rice Medaris. A man that was entering adulthood at the time when the world
was about to change like never before. Rice's decisions would put him on paths to
face both his enemies and his allies. Rice, his friends, and his fellow militiaman
would cross paths with the Cherokee, home grown Tories, and would culminate in a
battle against the celebrated Patrick Ferguson at a place called Kings Mountain.

Mist
Believing herself a lone survivor of a war between the Norse gods that wiped out
the world's mythical beings, Valkyrie Mist is attacked by a frost giant in modernday San Francisco and encounters a disguised elf before the man she believed was
her mortal boyfriend reveals himself as the vengeful trickster god, Loki. By the
author of Call of the Wolf. Original. 30,000 first printing.
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Secrets of the Mist
A gorgeous timeslip romance for fans of Kate Mosse, Diana Gabaldon and Barbara
Erskine. Maddie is restless in London. She has friends, a job and a sort-of
boyfriend, but something in her life is missing. Then she visits the ancient village of
Walditch, deep in the Dorset countryside. Something stirs in her, and on a whim
she buys a centuries-old cottage and moves there three months later. Her friends
think she's crazy, but for Maddie it feels like coming home. Late at night in the
cottage, Maddie hears strange noises and sees mist gathering indoors and out.
When she starts investigating the cottage's history, she becomes drawn into the
tragic story of a family who lived here 400 years ago. Meanwhile, Maddie starts to
fall in love with a local carpenter – but he has a relationship already Can Maddie
solve the riddle of the past? What is her connection with the family that lived there
so many years ago? And can she and her true love ever be together? Previously
published as The Forgotten Promise. What readers are saying about Kate Ryder:
'Searingly emotional, compassionately told and wonderfully uplifting, this is one
book you will remember long after the last page is turned' Julie Bonello, NetGalley.
'The author has a deft touch in handling emotion – her characters are totally
sympathetic and believable, surprisingly and satisfyingly complex' Anne Williams,
NetGalley. 'A fantastic read If you are looking for some heat in these cold days of
spring then look no further as this is the book for you. Warmth, romance and the
Cornish breeze flow from these pages' Michelle Russell, NetGalley. 'Absolutely
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loved it: friendship, romance, family, scary stalker, wonderfully described scenery,
a well written story – what more can one ask for?' Donna Orrock, Netgalley. 'Really
enjoyed the characters and plot of this book' Jamie Dyer, NetGalley. 'I look forward
to more from this author and maybe get to "visit" the Cornish cove again!?' Sharley
Phillips, NetGalley. 'The storytelling in this book is first class The final chapters are
heartrending and poignant and maintain Cara and Oliver's authenticity' Jane Hunt,
NetGalley.

Angels in the Mist
A young Seneca woman takes her canoe over the waterfall to enlist the help of the
thunder god, Hinu, against the giant serpent who sent a plague against her people,
in a retelling that combines a Seneca legend about Niagara Falls with a nineteenthcentury tale.

Through the Mist
A taut psychological thriller from S.T. Young Infamous for infiltration and becoming
her undercover identities, Nina Hernandez disappeared without a trace. Three
years later, Naval Intelligence agent Rory O’Donnell finds her in a tortuous mental
hospital. He's unsure if it's really Nina, or if she's undercover and faking it. Either
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way, he's pretty sure something sinister is going on Rory springs Nina, and
together they elude their determined pursuers. He needs to get her to safetyall
while keeping his hands off the beautiful, mysterious young woman. As he works to
convince her to trust him and share her darkest secrets, he wonders if he can trust
her not to betray his Between her mercurial changes, sexy come-ons, and her
exasperating independence, a protection assignment has never been so hard. On a
dangerous trek across the country as they tumble from one danger into the next,
Rory finds that resisting Nina might just be his toughest task yet.

Out of the Mist
At the close of Flame in the Mist, to end a bloodbath between the Black Clan and
imperial soldiers, Ōkami allows himself to be taken prisoner by Prince Raiden,
Mariko’s betrothed. For someone who doesn’t believe in heroes, it’s a surprising
choice: to trade his life for the lives of his friends and the one he loves. For he will
surely be killed when he arrives in the Imperial City. But he decides if his life is the
cost of love, it may not be too high a price after all.

Maiden of the Mist
KATHERINE O'REILLY grew up a dreamer, believing all the excitement and romance
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of her favorite films and books could be captured and lived. By age thirty-five, she
is suicidal. Unloved by her mother and neglected by her father, she believed
earning the devotion of an exciting and charming lover would validate her selfworth. After betraying her best friends to obtain the man of her dreams, he is lost.
Disillusioned, the riding instructor gives up on love and dedicates her life to her
students and focuses on her love of horses at an equestrian camp nestled in the
Rocky Mountains. Years later, while fighting to keep her riding school, she gets a
second chance at love. Can Katherine let go of her past in time to save her future?
Set in the mid-1900s near a Blackfeet reservation in Montana and interwoven with
themes of racism and American Indian theology, Through the Mist holds timeless
lessons for women of all ages about self-worth, true love and letting go.

Lady in the Mist
This is the story of 17-year-old Andre Marchand in his new home of Sanctuary
Cove, Vermont - a forgotten hamlet on the shores of Lake Champlain And of the
Vampires that live there. Born and raised in the Gascony region of France, Andre
was orphaned just before his 14th birthday. After the courts appointed his uncle as
his legal guardian, he moved to Paris for a few weeks while his uncle completed
medical school, and then on to New York for his uncle's residency. But big cities
and Andre just don't get along, so after "borrowing" $5000, he skipped out for
France and joined the Foreign Legion with a fake ID. Bounced after 26 months for
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being under age, he ends up in The Cove - a place where his uncle and three
shrinks hope he can satisfy his rustic impulses by hunting and fishing, riding horses
and communing with nature. And it would have been perfect, if it weren't for all the
Vampires Especially Elspeth McGuire, a 71-year old Vamp recycling her identity by
passing as a Junior at Newton Preparatory Academy. She's hot beyond belief, and
Andre's never been one to walk away from a challenge So how do you make time
with an irresistibly beautiful blood-sucking Creature of the Night? Carefully. Very
carefully

The House in the Mist
The stunning first volume in Janny Wurts’s epic tale of two half-brothers cursed to
life-long enmity.

People of the Black Sun
Convinced his former lover Desire Vallee is in danger, private investigator Wyatt
Thomas begins a search for her. His quest leads him through haunted cemeteries
and back alleys of New Orleans, and finally to a mysterious castle hidden deep in
the Honey Island Swamp. Will he be able to rescue Desire and exorcise her
demons, or die himself trying?
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Behind the Mist
Latro, a mercenary soldier from the north, has suffered a head wound in battle but
has developed the ability to see and converse with all of the invisible gods,
goddesses, ghosts, demons, and werewolves that inhabit the land

Shadows in the Mist
One morning just before dawn, midwife Tabitha Eckles and British nobleman
Dominick Cherett cross paths on a misty beachhead in Virginia, leading them on a
twisted path through kidnappings, death threats, public disgrace and love. Original.

Seasons in the Mist
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s terrifying novella about a
town engulfed in a dense, mysterious mist as humanity makes its last stand
against unholy destruction—originally published in the acclaimed short story
collection Skeleton Crew and made into a TV series, as well as a feature film
starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay Harden. In the wake of a summer storm,
terror descendsDavid Drayton, his son Billy, and their neighbor Brent Norton join
dozens of others and head to the local grocery store to replenish supplies following
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a freak storm. Once there, they become trapped by a strange mist that has
enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its toll on their nerves, a religious
zealot, Mrs. Carmody, begins to play on their fears to convince them that this is
God’s vengeance for their sins. She insists a sacrifice must be made and two
groups—those for and those against—are aligned. Clearly, staying in the store may
prove fatal, and the Draytons, along with store employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda
Dumfries, Irene Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make their escape. But what’s
out there may be worse than what they left behind. This exhilarating novella
explores the horror in both the enemy you know—and the one you can only
imagine.

The Mist and the Darkness
Latro, a Roman mercenary soldier from the north, has suffered a head wound in
battle, develops the ability to see and converse with all of the invisible gods,
goddesses, ghosts, demons, and werewolves that inhabit the land, but forgets
everything when he sleeps, writing down his experiences in his journal each day, in
an omnibus edition containing Soldier of the MistSoldier of Arete. Original.

Smoke in the Sun
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Mistborn
"Enter, sir; you are the first to arrive" When young traveller Hugh Austen, hungry
and weather-beaten, seeks refuge in a lonely mansion, he finds himself entwined
in the gruesome business of an appalling family. Mistaken for a relative himself, he
soon learns that the will of a dead man is about the be read, an inheritance about
to be divided. But only between the family members who are present at the
appointed hour. With ‘The House in the Mist’ (1905), detective writer Anna
Katharine Green departs from the genre that made her famous and tells a
surprising and deliciously horrific story full of twists and revenge, which is bound to
satisfy. Anna Katharine Green (1846-1935) was an American poet and novelist. She
is best known for her novel ‘The Leavenworth Case’ (1878) with which she became
one of the first American writers of detective fiction. Agatha Christie cited Green as
an influence on her own writing.

War of Mist
World War II hero Jack "Grim Reaper" Chambers is still tormented by nightmares
about Hurtgen, a klling field in Germany where he battled against unholy terrors,
and, along with his grandson, Sean, is determined to find the truth behind his
platoon's massacre years ago. Reprint.
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The Mistwalker
To be loved by a shadow in the Mist.Every month, for three days, a mysterious fog
filled with demonic creatures swallows the world. Since its first appearance a
decade ago, I

Child of the Mist (These Highland Hills Book #1)
When Yumi receives word of the battle led against her brother and the Black Clan
by Prince Raiden and the Dragon of Kai, and of Ōkami’s sacrifice, she resents the
bars of her gilded cage all the more. She’s tired of being a sheltered bird,
protected in the Hanami. What Yumi really wants is to strike a blow against all the
forces that control her life. The time has come.

Lost In The Mist
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn, comes
a sweeping, action-packed YA adventure set against the backdrop of Feudal Japan
where Mulan meets Throne of Glass. The daughter of a prominent samurai, Mariko
has long known her place—she may be an accomplished alchemist, whose cunning
rivals that of her brother Kenshin, but because she is not a boy, her future has
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always been out of her hands. At just seventeen years old, Mariko is promised to
Minamoto Raiden, the son of the emperor's favorite consort—a political marriage
that will elevate her family's standing. But en route to the imperial city of Inako,
Mariko narrowly escapes a bloody ambush by a dangerous gang of bandits known
as the Black Clan, who she learns has been hired to kill her before she reaches the
palace. Dressed as a peasant boy, Mariko sets out to infiltrate the Black Clan and
track down those responsible for the target on her back. Once she's within their
ranks, though, Mariko finds for the first time she's appreciated for her intellect and
abilities. She even finds herself falling in love—a love that will force her to question
everything she's ever known about her family, her purpose, and her deepest
desires.

Latro in the Mist
Out of Time . . . Beaten and left for dead, Juliet awakens in the rain with no
memory of how she ended up alone on an isolated road. After another attempt on
her life, she'll have to pour her faith into the one man who's made it clear he
doesn't trust her. Injured drug agent Matt Barnes has seen just about everything in
a decade battling the worst humanity has to offer. But he's never seen anything
like Julie. The beautiful blonde reminds him more of sorority Barbie than a ruthless
drug kingpin. But looks can be deceiving. He's got the bullet hole to prove it.
Juliet-- and her memory are all he has in a case going nowhere. To erase the worst
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mistake of his career, his team will utilize her to lure the most dangerous drug lord
he's ever battled. But will the woman he's fallen in love with ever forgive him for
making her the bait?

The People of the Mist
A conclusion to the series featuring Dekanawida the Peacemaker finds the growing
League of the Great Law of Peace threatened by marauding warriors from the
People of the Mountain, who Dekanawida urges to join the League to save their
shared world.

Cottage in the Mist
The highly anticipated sequel to New York Times bestselling Flame in the Mist--an
addictive, sumptuous finale that will leave readers breathless from the bestselling
author of The Wrath and the Dawn. After Okami is captured in the Jukai forest,
Mariko has no choice--to rescue him, she must return to Inako and face the
dangers that have been waiting for her in the Heian Castle. She tricks her brother,
Kenshin, and betrothed, Raiden, into thinking she was being held by the Black Clan
against her will, playing the part of the dutiful bride-to-be to infiltrate the
emperor's ranks and uncover the truth behind the betrayal that almost left her
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dead. With the wedding plans already underway, Mariko pretends to be consumed
with her upcoming nuptials, all the while using her royal standing to peel back the
layers of lies and deception surrounding the imperial court. But each secret she
unfurls gives way to the next, ensnaring Mariko and Okami in a political scheme
that threatens their honor, their love and the very safety of the empire.
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